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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Within the Intelligent Transport challenge1, the passenger is at the centre of all concerns. The rail sector must
improve its performance by offering innovative solutions to meet this challenge. In this context, the MaaSive
project aims at setting up an efficient European transport system through a single application offering
activities to travellers in order to simplify the user experience, mask the complexity of information and
services and promote the local environment.
The overall objective of the project is to research and implement a transparent and interoperable platform
offering new levels of interaction between passengers and transport stakeholders based upon Mobility as a
service (MaaS), as well as a ubiquitous and innovative interface for the global transport services ecosystem.
In this way, MaaSive’s WP5 specifies and implements enhancements to the Trip Tracking functionalities of
the Shift2Rail ecosystem. They include a more versatile Complex Event Processing (CEP) and partial Trip
Trackers (pTT) that contribute to a broader variety of tracked information and input into the Trip Tracking.
The architecture of the Trip Tracking is deeper integrated into the Shift2Rail ecosystem by aligning it with the
Interoperability Framework. This grants the Trip Tracking architecture more flexibility and eases the addition
of new Event Sources or partial Trip Trackers into the system.
Furthermore, this document describes the preparations during the CREL for the rule management of the
partial Trip Trackers which will be developed in the final release (FREL). Additionally, the current concept and
ideas for the commuter behaviour detector is described and they will be developed in the FREL as well.
The purpose of this document is to consider the different components of the Trip Tracking for the
implementation of the MaaSive Core Release (CREL). It is organised as follows: Section 2 describes what
implementation was done according to which Trip Tracking component. Some components are carried over
from the ATTRACkTIVE project and enhanced according to the objectives of MaaSive while others were newly
implemented to meet new requirements that arose from the objectives. Section 3 provides information
about the performed tests, testing tools and procedure, dependencies with other work packages or projects,
and lists the use cases that lead the way for the implementation. Within section 4, the test cases are
presented while their results are summarised in section 5. Section 6 shows whether the use cases could be
realised and section 7 concludes the document with an outlook on possible next steps on how to improve
upon the results of the implementation of this work package.

1

Transport
in
the
European
Union
Current
Trends
and
Issues
March
2019
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/2019-transport-in-the-eu-current-trends-and-issues.pdf
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:

1. INTRODUCTION
The MaaSive project belongs to Innovation Program 4 (IP4) that is itself part of Shift2Rail (S2R), a rail joint
technology initiative focused on accelerating the integration of new and advanced technologies into
innovative rail product solutions. IP4 is focused on “IT solutions for attractive Railway services”.
MaaSive continues and complements the work accomplished within previous IP4 projects, ATTRACkTIVE and
Co-Active, in the areas of travel shopping, trip tracking, booking and ticketing, and the development of a
travel companion. The project not only enhances and provides extra functionalities to the existing IP4
ecosystem, but also enables the integration of intermodality and MaaS (Mobility as a Service) into the
proposed digital framework.
The MaaSive project is broken down into the following working packages: WP1 & WP2 dedicated to Travel
Shopping enrichment, WP3 & WP4 focused on Booking & Ticketing enhancement and especially inspection
and validation management, WP5 & WP6 aimed at developing the flexibility of the Trip Tracker, a key
component of the MaaS offer, WP7 & WP8 linked to the incorporation of MaaS into the Travel Companion,
WP9 & WP10 dedicated to Business and Contractual management, WP11 & WP12 addressing technical
coordination and WP13 related to dissemination and communication.
Interoperability and the move to MaaS are key elements in the development of a sustainable mobility in the
perspective on the pan-European one-stop-shop ecosystem promoted by S2R-IP4. The capability to integrate
a wide range of mobility providers either public or private as well as the proposal of attractive fare and
integrated bundles will favour the movement of passenger traffic from car to low-carbon mobility solutions.
WP5 & WP6 address TD4.4 Trip Tracking within MaaSive and have the following objectives:
Integrate with Interoperability Framework capabilities to enable a more flexible Trip Tracker architecture
Enhance Complex Event Processing to add more factors to Trip Tracking
Support the addition of more modes, such as Demand Responsive Transportation
Support Multi-User Capabilities
Add automated learning to Trip Tracking
WP5 is broken down into the following subtasks:
Task 5.1 – Flexible Architecture for Trip Trackers
o Task 5.1.1 – Flexible architecture for potential partial Trip Trackers (pTT)
o Task 5.1.2 – Flexible architecture for potential Event Sources (ES)
Task 5.2 – Data and Events
o Task 5.2.1 – Development of Tracking functionalities for Demand Responsive Transportation
o Task 5.2.2 – Enhancement Complex Event Processing
Task 5.3 – Travel behaviour
o Task 5.3.1 – Group of travellers with multiple journeys
o Task 5.3.2 – Automated learning from travellers input
WP5 includes the following deliverables:
D5.1 – TD4.4 CREL Specifications
D5.2 – TD4.4 CREL Implementation Report (this document)
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

Acronyms
BT

Meaning
Booking and Ticketing

CREL

Core Release

CW

Cloud Wallet

DRT

Demand Responsive Transport

ES

Event Source

FREL

Final Release

IT

Information Technology

IF

Interoperability Framework

MUC

Multi-User Capability

PA

Personal Application

pTT

Partial Trip Tracker

S2R

Shift to rail

TC

Travel Companion

TO

Tracking Orchestrator

TS

Travel Shopping

TSP

Transport Service Provider

TSR

Transport Service Resolver

TT

Trip Tracking

WP

Work Package
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2. IMPLEMENTED SOFTWARE COMPONENTS
This section describes the changes within the Core Release (CREL) of the Trip Tracking within MaaSive. It
starts by describing the implemented architecture and proceeds to highlight each component that
underwent changes to achieve the goals set for this release.

IMPLEMENTED ARCHITECTURE
The changes in CREL mainly involve the preparation to integrate the Interoperability Framework into the Trip
Tracking functionality without changing the way Trip Tracking works entirely. There are two communication
channels in the Trip Tracking architecture which the Interoperability Framework may abstract for the
communicating components.
1.
2.

The communication between the Tracking Orchestrator and the partial Trip Trackers
The communication between the partial Trip Trackers and the Event Sources

The components need to be prepared to be able to communicate with the interoperability framework by
using the provided interfaces and also integrate into the workflow. The general concept of this integration
requires components that want to participate in the Trip Tracking to be registered at the Shift2Rail ecosystem
and provide characteristic information about them to enable the service discovery functionality of the
Interoperability Framework. The second adaptation to the workflow that the Trip Tracking components have
to do is to use the service discovery functionality of the Interoperability Framework to find suitable
communication partners. The Tracking Orchestrator requests suitable partial Trip Tracker for a given Travel
Episode to be tracked and the partial Trip Trackers request suitable Event Sources to retrieve Events with a
given characteristic such as an Event type or Events within a certain area. Those changes and adaptations are
documented in the following sections.

COMPONENT: TRACKING ORCHESTRATOR
The Tracking Orchestrator is a component that is taken over from ATTRACkTIVE and enhanced in preparation
of the integration of the Interoperability Framework.
Until this change, the Tracking Orchestrator would need to be configured with every partial Trip Tracker of
the ecosystem and it would request the tracking of a trip from every partial Trip Tracker for every tracked
trip.
The Tracking Orchestrator is now prepared to integrate with the service discovery functionality that is
developed in CONNECTIVE to eliminate the static configuration of partial Trip Trackers and removes
unnecessary communication with uninvolved partial Trip Trackers.
The Tracking Orchestrator may also use the Interoperability Framework as the endpoint to communicate
with the partial Trip Trackers which enables future partial Trip Trackers to use other protocols than TRIAS.
The Tracking Orchestrator relies on TRIAS and the Interoperability Framework may be able to convert the
way partial Trip Trackers transmit impacts into TRIAS for the Tracking Orchestrator to enable a more flexible
architecture and a wider variety of partial Trip Trackers.
The work is continued in the FREL.
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Reference to API description
Currently, the Tracking Orchestrator is prepared to integrate such functionality via an interface that has to
be defined by components of the Interoperability Framework within CONNECTIVE.

Implementation choices
There are no changes in the implementation choices from ATTRACkTIVE.

Misalignments with specifications
There are no misalignments with the specifications in the CREL.

COMPONENT: PARTIAL TRIP TRACKER
Previously, the partial Trip Trackers abstracted the Event Sources to the Shift2Rail ecosystem. Other partial
Trip Trackers were unable to discover and connect with Event Sources other than the ones they use outside
of the Shift2Rail ecosystem. The integration of the Interoperability Framework shall enhance the flexibility of
the partial Trip Trackers and the use of Event Sources.
Currently, there are no Event Sources registered in the Shift2Rail ecosystem that could be used by partial Trip
Trackers of Shift2Rail. The implementation of the service discovery functionality is postponed until the
Interoperability Framework provides such an interface and until there are Event Sources that can be resolved
and communicated with via the Interoperability Framework.
The work is continued in the FREL.

Reference to API description
There is no interface for service discovery and no Event Source to integrate, yet.

Implementation choices
No changes from the implementation choices from ATTRACkTIVE have been implemented

Misalignments with specifications
There are no misalignments with the specifications in the CREL.

COMPONENT: EVENT PROCESSOR RULE EDITOR
The Event Processor Rule Editor component is being introduced into the Trip Tracking ecosystem during the
MaaSive Project. It aims at easing the whole rule management process on a running partial Trip Tracker
component, by providing a graphical user interface. This component is expected to be implemented for the
FREL step of the MaaSive project. This section presents the implementation analysis within CREL.

Reference to API description
The only interface between the Event Processor Rule Editor and the pTT demonstrator is dedicated to the
effective rule deployment (resp. rule retraction) on the Event Processor. This interface constitutes a narrow
link between Event Processor and the Event Processor Rule Editor, and highly depends on the technical
choices made for the Event Processor.
MaaSive – GA 826385
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Implementation choices
The implementation currently being chosen for the Event Processor Rule Editor is focused on the rule edition
feature. The first studies and technical monitoring allowed the preselection of the following tools to
implement the Rule Processor Rule Manager.

2.4.2.1 Rule edition: Nussknacker2 Process authoring tool
Nussknacker is an open source project, aiming at building a process authoring tool. By the use of a GUI, the
Nussknacker tool allows designing, testing, deploying and monitoring processes to be run on CEP engines
and Streaming process engines. The Nussknacker tool is already used on production environments, by mobile
operators and VOD operators to perform fraud detection and quality monitoring process edition.
By design, the tool can be plugged on various process engines. Therefore, it could be integrated with many
existing pTT solutions, irrespective of the implementation choices made for the Event Processor Component.
In the case of the IP4 technical demonstrator, the Event Processor Rule Editor will be implemented upon a
pTT whose Event Processor relies on a Flink CEP Engine. Therefore, the designed solution will take advantage
of the provided tools and interface allowing Nussknacker to be easily plugged into the Apache Flink Streaming
Processor Engine.
As its process authoring features are fitting the main requirements of the designed Event Processor Rule
Editor, Nussknacker should constitute the core component of the implemented rule editor solution. The
integration of the tool breaks downs into:
•
•

A technical configuration task, that mainly relates to the technical integration of the tool within its
execution ecosystem, and in particular the Event Processor component.
A Model API development, needed by the tool to fit to the Data Model manipulated by the rule
processor, and provide operators with relevant components suitable in the context of Trip Tracking

2.4.2.2 Rule execution monitoring Grafana3/InfluxDB4
Aside from the core feature of designing, testing, and deploying processes such as Trip Tracking rules,
monitoring is one of the key issues of production running processes. The technical stack candidate for the
Event Processor Rule Manager allows collecting the metrics for each rule, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

number of events consumed
number of events that passed the whole impact generation process
number of events filtered out
http services invocation times, errors and throughput (if any CEP rule relies on this kind of resource)
event processing delays

2

https://nussknacker.io

3

https://grafana.com

4

https://www.influxdata.com/products/influxdb-overview/
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The monitoring system should rely on InfluxDB, a time series database designed as a fast, high-availability
storage and retrieval of time series data as a data store fed by the Event Processor component. The collected
data will then be displayed as dashboards by Grafana.

Misalignments with specifications
There are no misalignments with the specifications in the CREL.

COMPONENT: COMMUTER BEHAVIOUR DETECTOR
The Commuter Behaviour Detector is expected to automatize some of the traveller interactions with the
Travel Companion application, when they present commuters behaviours.
This component will receive Trip Tracking activations information, which will start an analysis of the user past
trips. This analysis will then classify if the user has a commuter behaviour or not, and what are the
characteristics of the commuter trips. After user validation, the system will then be able to automatically plan
new trips and also activate the trip tracking for those trips.
The Implementation of this component is expected to be completed in the FREL.

Reference to API description
The only interface that will be made available on this component will be a POST method to receive the user’s
trip tracking activations. This method will then trigger the behaviour analysis for this user. Not available on
CREL.

Implementation choices
The component will be developed on FREL but an initial research about the technology to use was already
performed focused on the machine learning techniques to analyse commuters behaviour.
In order to build an algorithm capable of responding to the needs of the scenario Commuter itinerary
information described on the CREL specifications document [MAS-S2R-D5-1_CREL_Spec], the suggested
approach is based on a classification model of the user trips using machine learning techniques.
It is necessary to perform data pre-processing. This action includes data cleaning, data manipulation and
(manual) addition of labels. With respect to the latter, specifically, it comprises the identification of these
labels concerning how we want to classify trips, which are available in the Cloud Wallet system.
This customizable procedure of labelling trips takes into account a unique set of relevant features (from trips)
which, jointly, represent a pattern within a commuter trip context that ultimately is assigned to a label.
In terms of the application of machine learning techniques, regarding the described approach, there are two
ways of building this classification model:
•

One-vs-all classification (ex.: logistic regression). In this case, we take our dataset and turn this problem
into n separate binary classification problems, where n is the same number of existing labels. Basically,
we fit n classifiers of the same type, and the goal is to estimate the probability of a given trip assuming
that it belongs to label n.
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•

Neural Network-based classifier. The model can incorporate all the possible outputs (ex.: an ndimensional vector with binary entries, where n is the same number of existing labels) given one input
(trip features). Note that the output vector has only one distinct entry among the others.

Following those premises, it is necessary to identify the tools that might be used towards the application of
some machine learning techniques. In the next sections are provided brief descriptions of these resources
and why we should use them regarding this scenario.

Python Frameworks
Python is a powerful programming language to work with data. In the following sections, we gather some
Python tools that allow us to apply machine learning techniques (using algorithms or evaluation metrics from
its libraries) as well as data cleaning and exploratory data analysis.

Pandas
Pandas is an open-source Python library providing several tools for working/dealing with data
structures and performing data analysis.
Regarding the scope of the use cases, we use Pandas as a tool for cleaning, pre-processing and
manipulating data towards our needs concerning a specific algorithm, i.e. the algorithm selection
walks alongside the reshape of the data structure – and its elements – in order to take advantage of
the algorithm’s properties and improve its performance.
Pandas has a large amount of documentation online and an active community, which enables an
easy-to-use process and enhance the users’ experience. Also, and most importantly, it is suitable and
widely used for machine learning purposes, leveraging the data frame form (Pandas feature).

NumPy
Like Pandas, NumPy is a Python library, suitable and extremely useful when applying machine
learning techniques due to its support for large, multi-dimensional arrays and matrices. Additionally,
it compiles a vast amount of high-level mathematical functions to operate on these arrays, easing
the implementation of the different phases of the algorithm, and speeding up its performance. Thus,
machine learning algorithms – taken from other Python libraries as well (see the following sections)
– are very welcoming in terms of data formats and data structures coming from NumPy features and
operations.

Scikit-Learn
Scikit-learn is a powerful and probably the most useful machine learning library (in Python) that
comprises – but it is not restricted to – several types of algorithms such as classification, regression
or clustering.
We use Scikit-Learn for building machine learning models, so it should not be used for reading,
manipulating and summarizing data. Hence, it interoperates with other libraries like NumPy and
Pandas, leveraging the high-performance linear algebra, array operations, and data frames included
in these resources.
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Nevertheless, Scikit-Learn is also useful on evaluating models, providing various metrics to check the
quality on fitting, validating and predicting data.
Concerning our scenario, we are interested in classification algorithms, especially Logistic Regression
and Naïve Bayes classifier (as first approaches). Note that the selection of the best classification
algorithm, as well as the extension of alternatives, highly depends on the available data.

TensorFlow (by Google)
TensorFlow is an open-source platform and a rich system for managing all aspects of a machine
learning system including the implementation of machine learning algorithms, particularly neural
networks due to its capability of effortlessly assemble a net, assign parameters, and run the training
process taking advantage of its great compilation times. Also, it is worth mentioning that TensorFlow
supports CPUs, GPUs and distributed processing in a cluster, which allow for faster calculations that
rely a lot on linear algebra (ex.: matrix operations).
TensorFlow’s structure is based on the execution of a data flow graph, where a node represents a
mathematical operation and an edge represents a multi-dimensional array, known as a tensor. So,
we can construct a sort of flow chart of operations that we want to perform on an input. This input
will travel through this graph and come out on the other end as an output.
We can use Python to access TensorFlow through a given API. It enables us to build and execute
computational graphs within this known interface.
Note that our goal on (possibly) using TensorFlow is related with the second approach we described
at the beginning of this section. As we gather more information about available data, we can build
more complex models that leverage this kind of data graph flows and the high performance
associated with it

Misalignments with specifications
There are no misalignments with the specifications in the CREL.
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3. TESTING AT COMPONENT LEVEL
The WP5 focussed on the specifications and preparations for the development in the FREL. The
developments in the CREL could not be finished but preparations were done to quickly and easily make use
of the necessary services and interfaces of components and functionalities coming from other areas of the
Shift2Rail ecosystem as soon as they are available.

USE CASES TO BE VALIDATED
MUC: A Group Member wants to find an alternative for the individual itinerary part
of a group trip
For CREL, Multi-User Capabilities was not ready to be tested for Trip Tracking. The work is continued in the
FREL.

MUC: The Group Administrator wants to find an alternative for the joint journey
part of a group trip
For CREL, Multi-User Capabilities was not ready to be tested for Trip Tracking. The work is continued in the
FREL.

Generate impact from several event source
Beyond Trip Tracking core features, this use case proofs the whole dynamic rule lifecycle process, from the
design (involving multiple event sources) through the Rule Editor, to the execution (and thus impact
generation). For CREL, the Rule Editor component was not ready to be tested. The work is continued in the
FREL.

DEPENDENCIES
The aforementioned developments depend on services of TD4.1 – Interoperability Framework of the
CONNECTIVE project:
•
•

•

Travel Service Registration: To publish services such as partial Trip Trackers and Event Sources within
the Shift2Rail ecosystem and, in this way, enable the service discovery
Travel Service Resolver: For the service discovery
o Tracking Orchestrator uses the Travel Service Resolver to find suitable partial Trip Trackers
for a given Travel Episode of a journey for the Complex Impact Processing
o Partial Trip Trackers use the Travel Service Resolver to find suitable Event Sources for the
Complex Event Processing
Interoperability Framework: To abstract the communication between the Tracking Orchestrator and
partial Trip Tracker as well as the communication between the partial Trip Tracker and the Event
Source

The Multi-User Capability (MUC) test cases partially depend on the availability of the Multi-User Capability
Orchestrator (MUC-O) and the overall Multi-User Capability readiness in the Shift2Rail ecosystem, i.e. within
the Personal Application and Cloud Wallet.
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TESTING TOOLS
The approach and tools proposed in this WP for testing purposes follows the project and IP4 program
guidelines, which include the following tools:
•

•

•
•

•

SOAPUI 5– Desktop tool which allows creating projects using different protocols (SOAP and REST)
for automated functional, regression, and load tests based on Web services. In a single test
environment, it provides complete test coverage (e.g., a test case which concatenates different
calls among which parameters should be reused could be created). In addition, it allows
simulating needed parts to complete the test and export the projects for sharing them.
POSTMAN 6– Desktop and web tool which allows interacting with HTTP APIs and to automate
tests. The request GUI is user-friendly and intuitive. Adding the URL to call, selecting the
operation to perform, adding the header parameters and the body if needed, the request is
created and the response will be received and displayed. It allows configuring complex calls with
environment variables or pre-request scripts and configuring the conditions that the response
has to meet to pass the tests.
SwaggerUI 7– Web tool that provides a GUI from the source code with the exposed API. It also
allows executing the call and retrieving the answer.
Android Emulator (Android Studio8) – IDE (Integrated Development Environment) for developing
mobile applications which allows executing a virtual simulator for a device with the desired
Android version. In addition, it allows developing and debugging the possible found issues during
the application execution. This tool is useful for testing the mobile components of the projects
but a component is only considered ready if it passes tests on a real device.
Others: along the project, new tools can be identified to accelerate and/or improve the testing
methodology.

TESTING PROCEDURE
The testing procedure for MaaSive is based on COHESIVE’s guidelines and following the lessons learnt from
Co-Active and ATTRACkTIVE. According to them, each partner tests its components separately before the
integration and accepts the component for the integration.
This process is based on continuous integration and testing platforms and enables frequent releases. After
each version, a testing process is performed in order to assess the adequacy of the release with the defined
use cases.

5

https://www.soapui.org

6

https://www.postman.com

7

https://swagger.io/tools/swagger-ui/

8

https://developer.android.com/studio
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4. TEST CASE DESCRIPTIONS
No tests were done during the course of the CREL.
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5. TEST REPORTS
No tests were done during the course of the CREL.
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6. USE CASE VALIDATION
The following table contains the use cases to be validated and the test cases that confirm their successful
implementation.
Use case

Test case (needed for validation) list

UC_TD4.4_01 – MUC: A Group Member wants to
find an alternative for the individual itinerary part
of a group trip

No test could be performed

UC_TD4.4_02 - MUC: The Group Administrator
wants to find an alternative for the joint itinerary
part of a group trip

No test could be performed

UC_TD4.4_07 - Generate impact from several
event sources

No test could be performed

Table 2: Use Case Validation
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEXT STEPS
This document describes the planned enhancements for MaaSive WP5 – Trip Tracking CREL compared to the
previous work in ATTRACkTIVE. Most of the work has been done in describing the architecture to be
implemented and in specifying the changes necessary to achieve the goal of a more flexible Trip Tracking for
MaaSive. The preparations are partially done in CREL to integrate the future functions of the Interoperability
developed in CONNECTIVE into the Trip Tracking and to support the Multi-User Capability Use Cases. The
FREL will focus on implementing the specified and described changes and adaptations and on integrating the
Interoperability Framework functions once they are ready.
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